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1 
INTRCDUCTION 

This cen~ur~ has been a ~en~UL~ of ravo~utionary upheavals 

and :cadical transfor·ma ions of soci.ties in different parts of 

the globe. Beginning with the October Revolution that took 

place in Russia in I9I7 the world has witnessed the revolution 

in China (I949), the Cuban revolution (I959), the Vietnamese 

revolution(I968). Together with this revolutionary trend we 

have als~ witnessed the demise of the colonialism, fascism and 

to rome extent the defeat of imperia~ism. These changes have 

ushered in a qualitatively new world order in which socialism 

has marched on a victoriously. 

Revolutionary movements have largely adopted the principles 

and programme of Marxism in their bid to bring about radical 

social c~anges.in their countries. Invariably these movements 

have been led by communist parties based on the model of the 

Communist Party of the Societ Union (CPSU). Not only were these 

parties similar in form to the CPSU, but their revolutionary 

programme also followed the line of the CPSU. Further most of 

these parties owed their political allegiance to the Communist 

International headed by the Soviet Union. They were largely 

dependent on Soviet assistance for their material and military 

needs. As a result of their st~unch and unquestioning allegiance 

they enforced whatever decisions were made by Moscow. 



In 1960, the filst major split in theworld communist 

movement took place as a r.:sult uf ideological differences 

between the CPSU anci Co,.,munist party of China. This 

ideological wa:;- continue to:.tay a:1d has gained in intensi"fy 

as a result of American andChinese collaboracion. China 

accused Rtissia of revisionism and of distorting fundamental 

Marxist principles. This ~lit has had international 

consequences and has divided cnmmunist parties between pro-
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Moscow and pro-Peking factions. In India itself the split had 

its impact on the Communist Party of India when a section 

of the-party broke away in I963 to form the Communist Party 

of India (Marxist). 

But it was not only China that was disillusioned with the 

leadership of the Soviet Union in the world cormnunist movement. 

InC uba Fidel Castro had succeeded-in overthrowing Batista 

in I959 and proceeded to build a socialistic society without the 

assistance of the communists. This weB the first such re-

volution in which the communists did not play a significant 

role • At the time, Castro was s accused of heresy in working 

without the communists. Today however, the position is . 
different andCastro has united with the communists and has 

showed signs of supporting Moscow. 



In other parts of the 't.'Orld, n_, l.ably in Western Europe 

and Ame:,ica there has developed st1 ong antipaty towards the 

SovL:;t Uni~.n. In ~'/estern Europe the C01dnunist parties of 

Italy anri Spc.in have both come out openl~, against certain 

actions of the Soviet Union as for example, (.,he invasion of 

CzechkoSLovakia in !968 andthat of Afganistan in !979. 
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What has· emerged in Western Europe is a communist movement 

strongly opposed to both the foreign policies as well as the 

internal policies of the Sov~et Union. This movement has CD•e 

to be known as the Euro-Communism. This is by no means a 

clearly defined political programme. It is only the COHllllUnist 

party of France which still adheres strongly to the Moscow 

line but even this strong ally of Moscow has recently shown 

signs of dissension. In its electoral agreement with the 

Socialist Party of France the party condemned the Russian 

intervention of Afghanistan. In Britain and America another 

movement under the name of the New Left emerged in the sixties. 

The New Left has been outspoken on a whole aumber of theoretical 

and practical issues connected with Soviet styled Marxism. But 

it will be a mistake to consider the ~:ew Left as a revolutionary 

movement, for it represents nothing more than a group of 

intellectuals highly critical ~ all movements. 

Underlying all these divisions in the world cormnunist 

movement are serious theoretical differences. With the 

increasing number of divisions and splits taking place there 



has grown a body of thoughts giving new interpretations and 

dimensions to Marxist theory. It is necessary that Harxism 

be interpreted and developed in t:i:1e counse of time. Marx 

during his time posed some vital political and economic 

questions underlying the capitalist system of exploitation 
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and was able to provide explanations to some of these questions. 

It was not possible for him to provide a complete blueprint 

of socialist society nor was it possible for him to transcend 

his timw, and predict accurately future developments. Marx, 

for example could not have foreseen the emergence of the Third 

World and the problems that beset developing and underdeveloped 

countries. Therefore Marxism must be considered not as a 

~~e complete political programme but as a guide to political 

understanding and action. 

There have been many prominent Marxists that have given 

varying intrepretations of the theory and practice of Marxism 

in t:_e present age. Among these must be noted Regis Debray, 

Frantz Fanon and Ernest Mandel. These individuals have 

contributed a great deal towards the progressive evolution of 

Marxist theory through their numerous writings andthey have 

inspired many movements that have long lost faith in the soviet 

·union. While Mandel has largely been concerned with analysing 

the development of capitalism and the crisisthrough which it is 

going, Debray and Fanon have focussed specifically on the 

problem of Africa and Latin America. Just as Fanon's "Wretched 

of the Earth" caused a great stir within African revolutionary 
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movements, so did Debray's "Revolution in Revolution" create 

a significant impact on the Latin American guerrilla movements. 

Fanon and Debray share many views on revolution in particular 

they strongly resent urban based political leadership instead 

of a rural one. Both these writers have also strongly criticised 

the orthodox communist parties and have rejected their role as 

revolutionary vanguards. 

In this study we are concerned.only with the theories 

propounded by Debray. These theories have emerged as a result 

o~ Debray's experiences in Cuba and other Latin American countries. 

Debray has been strongly influenced by Castro and Che Guevara 

in his approach and understanding of revolution. In the first 

chapter we will consider the classical Marxist theory of re

volution with reference to the writings of Marx and Lenin. In 

the second chapter we will examine Debray's theory of revolution 

as it evolved through hiswritings. The third chapter is 

devoted to examining Debray's understanding of the armed 

struggles being waged in Latin America. In the final chapter 

we take a look at the revolutionary experience of the sixties in 

four Latin American countries namely Venezuela, Uruguay, 

Guatemala and Chile. 
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CHAPTER- I 

THE TRADITIONAL l~IST VIEW 

OF REVOWTION 

••• 
• 
• 



CRAfTER - I 

THE TRADITIONAL MARXIST VIE~ OF 

REVOLUTION 

Revolution is a very striking and equally controversial 

concept in the twentieth century. The term•revolution• for 
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the first time was used in natural sciences by Copernicus. 

Copernicus meant by revolution the complete reversal in the tra

ditional scientific theory. But as far as social sciences and 

particularly 'political' science• is concerned, Aristotle 

used this term for the first time. He concluded that the notion 

isstill important in the present day. Aristotle said that the 

middle class maintains social stability. In other words, if 

there is extreme economic inequality.the chances of the occurrence 

of revolution are bright. 

In the present century, there are two major views regarding 

the pr.ocess of revolution. These are first that revolution is a 

sudden change and second, revolution is a radical change. As 

fa r as the second characteristic is concerned, we fully agree 

with it. Regarding the first one we would like to suggest that 

only the effect of revolution is quick and sudden but the success 

of revolution largely depends upon the revolutionary process. 

Machiavelli's ideas are to some extent like those of Aristotle. 

Machiavelli also thinks that s me amount of economic balance is 

necessary to check revolution but both Machiavelli and Aristotle 

are not obvious on this point because on the one hand they want 

the private property and on the other hand they still want eco

nomic balance in the society. These two can not go hand in hand. 
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Undoubtedly Marx is regarded as the father of socialist 

revolution. In the Communist Manifesto Marx explains why 

revolution isthe only method of basic social transformation. 
0 

Vfuen technological knowhow begins to outstrip the existing 

social, legal and political institutions, the vmwners of the 

means of production do not politely step aside to allow 

history to run its inevitable course. Marx penetratingly 

denies that the individual feudal land owner er industrial 

capitalist obstrusts social change out of selfish greed, the 

resistance of the ruling class to change is so obstinate 

making revolution finally inevitable precisely because it 

identifies its own values with universally valid ones. Marx 

could find no instance in history in which a major social and 

economic system freely abdicated to its successor. On the 

assumption that the future will resemble the past, the communists 

openly declare that their ends can be attained only by the 

forcible overthrow of all existing social conditions. This 

is the crucial tenet of Marxism - Leninism and isthe one that 

most clearly distinguishes it from democracy. 

This revolutionary violence creates further conditions 

for revolutionary struggle. But at the same time he •as doubtful 

whether the same violent struggle was required for the 

proletariat to hawk an access to political power. In 1872, 

Marx hoped that the proletariat might c me to power through 

peaceful means within the democratic S)stems like America, 

France. Later on Narx said that ihe modern capitalistic society 

is organised politically, environmentally, militarily and 
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administratively in such a way that worker 'parties• even 

coming to power by peaceful means would be unable to 

.implement their socialist politics. For instance, in 1945 

in Britain, Labour party came to power though the democratic 

election but would not avoid the policies of the previous 

government. It is a different question whether the British 

Labour party is a working class party or not. 

Another important question regarding the revolution is 

whether subjective or objective factors are more inf ... uential 

for the success of revolution. In my opinion both the 

factors are equally important. 

MARXIST CONCEPT OF REVOLUTION 

Before we enter into discussion about the marxist concept 

of revolution, firstly we will have to assess the concept 

of state. For this the nature of state,its social origin 

are to be considered. This followed from the historical 

development of the society from which partly transformation 

came. It leads usto the definition of state on the Marxist 

line. Frederick Engels in his book "Origin of the Family, 

Private property and State, said "The state is by no means power 

forced on society from without. It is a product of society at 

a certain stage of development. It is the admission that this 

society has become entangled in an insoluble contradiction 

with itself, it has split in to irreconcilable opposites for 

which it is powerless to conjure away. But in order that 

these opposites, classes with conflicting economic interest, 
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might not consume themselves and socie~y. In.a fruitless 

struggle, it becomes necessary to have a power seemingly standing 

above the society that would moderate the conflict and keep it 

in the bounds of his order. And this power, arsing out of 

society but placing itself above it, alienating itself above it 

more and more from it, is the state". Here the point expressed 

is that the state is the product and manifestation of irrecon

ciliabili ty of the class contradictions. That is tne fundamental 

point of Marxism. In 'Communist Manifesto', which was written 

by Marx and Engels, state is an instrument of class contradictions 

for the exploitation of other classes. The Manifesto in the 

first place deals with the class struggle coming out of historical 

assumptions. On the basis of these ideas Marxism divided the 

development of the society into four stages. First the primitive 

communist society where there was no class antagonism and thus 

there was no exploitation during that period. Second, the slave 

society where the feudal lords became the exploiters and the mode 

of production was agrarian in nature. Third the capitalist 

society where a new class that isthe capitalists class came 

into existence which was equipped with new scientific and 

technological knowledge. The mode of production in this society 

is the capitalist mode of production. FinallY the communistic 

society, trie society which is yet to be achieved. In this 

society there will be no class and state. 

Marx expressed that it was the bourgeois who poase~sed 

distinctive features. It has signified the class antagonism. 
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The society has split into two big camps viz bourgeois and 

proletariat. Marx further underlined the interaction of both 

the camps and also put forward the notion about the nature of 

this class organisation, nature of struggle between the 
(I' oppressed and the oppresser. 1 Marx said in Cbmmunist Manifesto 

that the oppressor and the oppressed in a world stood in 

constant opposition to one another, carried on an uninterrupted 

now hidden, nor open fight, a fight that each time ended, either 

in a revolutionary reconstruction of society at large, or in 

the common rousing of the contending classes. The exploiters 

are the bourgeois class who control the means of production 

of the society on whose management the workers work and depend. 

The worker sell their manpower for the profit of the bourgeoisie. 

They can also determine the labours power, its utilisation 

for their benefits. In real sense of the term, 11 Capital 

dominates thelabour" (2). Here labourn becomes a commodity. 

Profit goes to the bourgeoisie at the expense of labour. Marx 

in his 'Das Capital' was revealing in examples of exploitation. 

The main concept of Marxist notions on revolution is 

connected with these aspects, first the analysis of the social 

development in the society, and second nature of the state, 

(I) Marx and Engels, Manifesto of the Communist Party; 

Progress Publishers, I977,p.p. 40-60 

2. V.I.Lenin, State and Revolution, Peking, Foreign 
Language press, I976 p.p. I9-27, 
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third social transformation (social revolution). Marxist 

view of revolution is concerned primarily with the contra

diction between capital and labour. He further assumed 

that the existence of classes are tied up with the history, 

Secondly, class struggle ultimately leads to the victory of 

the proletariats. 

class£ess society. 

It will lead to the establishment of the 
...: 

When social transformation occurs, the 

system changes and the means of production too. Then it 
~ 

ultimatel~ will lead to the dictatorship of the proletariat. 

If one may sa,y so about the conception of the "Withering 

away of the state" undoubtedly it means slurring over if not 

repudiating revolutions. It undoubtedly distorts the Marxist 

line and only helps the assumption for bourgeoisie. In the 

first instance, at the very outset Engels says that increasing 

state power, the proletariat puts an end to the state as a 

state (Paris commune I87I). The Bourgeois state does not 

wither away but the proletariat puts an end to it. This 

would come in the course of a revolution. 

Secondly, the state is a special repressive force. It 

has the power for suppressing the proletariat by the bourgeoisie. 

Thirdly, after formulating the proposition that the state 

wither awar, Engels specifically said that this proposition 

is directed against both the 'opportunists• and 'anarchists•. 

Fourthly, the very same work of Engels from which everyone 

argues about withering away of state contains the historical 
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analysis of its role becomes a verifiable panegyric on 

violent revolution. No one in the modern times thinks about 

the significance of this idea and plays no part whatsoever 

in daily propaganda and agitation among the masses and it is 

inseparably bound up with the withering away of the state into 

one harmonious whole. 

Lenin in his book "What isto be done" has dealt with the 

problem of spontaneity and consciousness of the masses. When 

he wrote during the twentieth century, he was aware of the mass 

movement and the functioning of the revolutionary leaders. He 

pointed out two things, first the positive side that is connected 

with the awareness of the masses. Secondly awakening of the 

consciousness in the revolutionary leaders. In the I7th Century 

there were such movements when the worker simply struck work 

spontaneously and this led to the spontaneous destruction of 

machinery. This sort of spontaneous movements were, resUlts 

of the people who were rather organised. Here Lenin is not 

denying the fact that spontaneity is not a sign of conscious

ness or real movement, but it is certainly in an embryonic 

form. It is a from which can be seen directly organised earlier. 

Later on this spontaneous movements became collectivised and 

the leaders of the strikes felt the necessity of collevtive 

resistance. Then onward the strikes or movements assumed the 

character of spontaneity, but it is not a struggle, it is 

just a relation taken by the masses asthe spontaneous reactions 

against the state. Here the organised struggle, aimed at the 



common benefit of all. 

But if it was a trade union's struggle, but onma 

whole scale struggle then how to increase the level of 

consciousness in the masses is a perennial question.(3) 
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The history of all revolutions show that the working 

class exClussively by its own efforts is only able to 

develop trade union consciousness, the condition that is 

necessary to continue in unions, isto fight passing of 

necessary labour legislations. 

But the theory of social origin comes out of historical, 

economic and physiological theories elaborated by educated 

representatives of the proletariat class, that isthe inte-

llectuals. 

Hence the doctrine of social democratic movement arose 

independently of spontaneous goals of the working class 

movement. Working classes are unaware of the fact that the 

system requires a change. The intelligentia will educate 

the working masses. All the social democratic theories are 

tilting towards the working classes. The old social demo

crate suggested that there i~the need for theintellectuals 

to combat consciousness among the working classes. This 

consciousness will come up in to the masses naturally. 

3. Lenin, What is to be done (Moscow, Progress Publishers, 
1969) p.p. 29-44 {especially pp.30-34) 
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Lenin said that the main task of the social democrats is 

to combat spontaneity to divert the working class move-

ment. He said that many of our revisionist critics 

believed that Marx asserted economic development of the 

class struggle creates not only the contions of the social

ist production but also the need for consciousness. There 

are two elements in the Marxist view point, objective and 

subjective. ln the objective conditions which are made up 

of historical premises, economic development and class 

struggle. But for doing so there is a need of a party or 

organisation to enhance the struggle. Secondly, the subjecti

ve conditions for the balancing processes, so that revolution 

can be achieved. The balance between the subjective and 

the objective mind of the people is necessary for making 

revolution. 

Lenin in subsequent chapters regarding trade union 

politics and the social democratic politics observes that 

the defference between propaganda of economic alite andtheir 

attempts restricts political agitation. Secondly, he shows 

the links between the economic struggle and political 

struggle. What are the stages ? How the working class 

will come over :from colonisation and exploitation and how 

to impart political consciousness. How it will protect 

itself from barring the spontaneous movements. 

Lenin cited instances of Russian workers when economic 

struggle and subsequent developments were taking place. 

Consolidation, reproduction, and other such conditions. 

He mentioned about detonation of factory systems and other 



unfacilitating condition. The main point that Lenin wants 

to emphasise isthe class consciousness which is found in the 

beginning of trade unionism. 

" Economic struggle is a collective struggle by the 

workers against their employers for better term for their 

labour and for better living and working conditions. This 

struggle is necessarily a trade union struggle.{4) 

According to Lenin revolutionary social democrats alWaYS 

reunited for the struggle for reforms also put forward economic 

demandswhich Clearly work for political agitation. 

Necessary conditionsfor the expansion of the political 

agitation isthe organisation of the comprehensive political 

forces. In no way by such expansion can the masses be trained 

with political conscmousness and revolutionary activ.Lties. 

Then the need isto evoke political consciousness amongthe 

masses besides economic apprehension because it is not the 

means to educate masses to gain political consciousness as 

for them political rights and duties would not actually help 

them to become social democrats. They would require the 

organisation, agitation and comprehensiveness. 

in case of China the situation is very much ~fferent 

because Mao .• Tse-Tung has don~ certain modifications on revolu

tionary aspects. In 'Guerrilla Warfare•, Mao emphatically 

points out the mobile warfare inspite of tt.e fact points out 

the mobile warfare, inspite of the fact that Russian guerrilla 

4. Ibid,pp-6!-62. 
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warfare is based on positional warfare and speedy warfare. 

The science of strategy, the science of tactics and the science 

of campaign are the components of Chinese military science. 

The science of strategy deals with the laws which govern 

the war situations as a whole. The science of campaign dells 

with laws which governs the campaign and it applies to direct

ing campaigns. The science of tactics deals with the law of 

common battles and applies to direct battles. 

According to Mao, "When you are going to have a war, 

that time you must study the law of war in general, at the 

same time, you will have to see besidesthe gener~ law of 

war, it has specific laws of its own. And for these you have 

to understand this, you will not be able to direct a revolution

ary war.n 

After judging the Chinese socio-economic conditions Mao 

says "It is a semi-colonial and semi-feudal systems. That 

iswhy the form of war should be different from that of Russian 

War11 • Russian war isnot based on protracted war--.; but it is 

little bit speedy, hasty which means positional war. But in 

China the wars should be protracted (Mao calls it mobile war). 

Mao says we lack a large army, reserve ammunitions and there 

is a single Red Army to do fighting. In a base area positional 

war is generally useless. For China positional war is inappli

cable as well as indefensible. therefore, the mobile war is 

primary. Though Mao never rejects the positional war, he 

observes, "The positional war should be employed for the 

tenacious defence of particular key points in containing 
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action giving strategic offensive is encountered with 

enemy forces which are isolated and cut off from the 

rest." 

Now a few questions generally arise, what is 

strategic defensive, strategic offensive and base area, 

strategic defence is to prevent enemy from demolition 

and destruction of the base area. Therefore the guer::>illas 

in order to smash the enemy offensive, should cut off 

the follow up and supply route of advance of the enemy 

offensive. So the enemy offensive cannot be sustained. 

The enemy while on offensive converges through extension 

lines when you are defensive, operating on the exterior 

lines. The war to maintain the base istherefore, a 

positional war. To do that, we are on defensive and shall 

counter the enemy's attack by counter attack. 

In the strategic defence we shall come out of the 

garrison and expand on area ultimately encircling the 

important cities and other strategic points of the enemy 

as long asthey are starved of food and supplies. The 

purpose of strategic offensive istherefore, to attack 

vigorously and speedily the enemy whi:ee it is in the 

defensive so that it can not build up its forces for an 

offensive. Mao·divides the problems of guerilla warfare 

in four terms. First the relationship between defensive and 

protectiveness and quick decision, between an exterior 

and interior lines. Second, initiative in all operations. 
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Third, flexible employment of forces, and fourth planning 

in all operation&. 

Offensive generally takes surprise form of attacks, 

the quick decision isvery important in this connection. 

He distinguished the guerilla warfare as it involved not 

only strategy, but also tactical defensive too. In the 

actual operation guerilla units have to concentrate the 

maximum forces and secretly attack the enemy by surprise 

and achieve the quick results. After winning battles 

quickly, the guerilla units must have to go to a defensive 

and repulse the enemy, so it is tactical defensive too. 

Mao says "The basic principle of the guerrilla 

warfare must be offensive, and the guerilla war is more 

offensive in its character than the regular warfare. It 

is more so because of its peculiar character. Guerilla 

warfare can be staged everywhere in disposing and resulting 

in a tactical gain. In Marxist v.i ew the principle is 

dispersal of forces, but a guerilla organisation must 

contain immense forces, in order to destroy the enemy. To 

destroy fUlly the immense force is really the smashing away 

of the enemy forces. So the main thing containing in the 

weak force for striking the small section of the enemy forces, 

remains a field operation in a guerilla warfare. And now 

the question of initiative comes. The initiative is immensmly 

important. If the initiative is hard and stern, it is easu 

to diffuse the enemJ. The question of initiative is more 

vital in guerilla warfare, because to hold the big forces 
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and to launch a primary strategic lines, guerilla can give 

scope for reducing the grievances of masses. So initiative 

is a basic factor for marking out the strategies, formation 

of political and military disposition. Initiative is 

again important for planning intellectual base and 

development of the masses. Thenoomes flexibility. The 

flexibility is a concrete expression of the initiative. 

It is the flexible employment of the forces. This is 

more essential for the guerilla warfare than the regular 

warfare. It ismore so for regaining or gaining initiative. 

At last comes planning. Through planning, necessary 

warfare can be conducted. It is necessary for the grasping 

of the situation, stating the ·taste~ disposing of socialism, 

giving a military and political training, maintaining supply 

etc. Planning is a must for initial coordination. 

Mao also analysed the strategy for a guerilla warfare. 

It is real coordination with the regular warfare. There are 

few coordinating pointsbetween regular and guerilla warfare. 

First, coordination in strategy, second coordination 

strategy in campaigns and strategy for the enemy. Another 

important aspect is the establishment of thebase area, it 

is more important because of ruthlessness of the war. Base 

area is essential for destroJing the enemy, without it any 

operation isfutile. Therefore, there are two aspects of 

guera]ism. Firstly, irregularity, decentralisation, lack of 

uniformity, absence of strict discipline and simple methods 

of war. Second, aspect consists of mobile warfare, the 

guerilla character of strategic and tactical operation is 
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still necessary at present. The inevitable feudality 

of the base area, flexibility in planning the base area and 

posture of irregularity are also equally important aspects. 

Therefore, strategically protective war and battle of quiCk 

decision are the two aspects of the same thing. Secondly, 

there should be immense patience to indulge in the surprise 

attack. 

In this connection the works of Ho Chi Minh should not 

also go unnoticed, whose revolutionary ideas, contribution 

to revolutionary theory, and ethics are of great signifi

cance today. In the process of his revolutionary activities 

he developed the theory of national liberation movement 

which isone of his main contributions. He compared imperia

lism with two su<:kers. One of which sucks the blood of 

proletariat and the other that of colonial people. Ho Chi 

Minh always gave stress on the close relation between national 

liberation movements and proletarian revolution. He regarded 

the struggle for independence of the eastern countries as 

one of the wings of proletarian revolution and national 

liberation revolution as an integral part of the proletarian· 

revolution on a world scale. Thus he always emphasised the 

need for a national democratic revolution, "our revolution 

is people's national democratic revolution against aggressive 

imperialism and its main stay feudalism ••••• the Key to the 

victory of resistance lies in consolidating and enlarging 

the national united front, consolidating 

peasants alliance andthe people's power, 
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developing the army, consolidating the party, and strengthening 

its leadership in all aspects.5 

His concept of revolution is not very different from 

that of other Marxists but the diffctrence lies in the 

emphasis. This was because of the peculiar conditions of 

Vietnam. Vietnam had to fight against u.s. imperialism 

for·years and that made Ho Chi Minh to emphasize the need 

for national unity and united front. 

Ho-Chi-Minh died on 3rd September, 1969 in Hanoi as 

the President of the Democratic Republic of Vietnam, Chairman 

of the Central Committee of the Working people's party of 

Vietnam and above all as an outstanding figure in the world 

revolutionary movement. 

In any case whether it is Marx or Lenin or Mao Tse Tung 

or Ho Chi VJ.inh the causes of revolution is class exploitatidm 

and in this aspect Latin American countries were no exception 

and shall be discussed considering the theoritical foundations 

of one of the greatest practical revolutionary~atin America, 
1\ 

Regis DebraY• 

5. Ho Chi Minh, Selected Writings and speeches (Chapter: 
Land.Reforms) Communist Party Publications pp.I8. 
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C H A P T E R - II 

REGIS DEBRAY ON REVOLUTION 



CHAPTER - II 

DEBRAY'S THEORY ON REVOLUTION 

In the preceeding chapter we have discussed some 

of the basic ideas behind classical Harxist theory. 

24 

In this chapter we intend to look at Debray's understan

ding of the concept of revolution and his analysis of 

the situation in Latin America, contribution to revo

lutionary theory. 

When Debray's "Revolution in the Revolutionn appeared 

in 1967 it received a wide response both from revolutionary 

circles in Latin .Ame:Cica and from writers concerned with the 

theory of revolution in general. It created what Huberman 

and Sweezy call "an international sensation~' The reasons 

for this kind of response is understandable if one were to 

study Debray's theory in the light of classical and 

orthodox Marxism. 

It is important to undertake a serious study of Debray's 

theory because his contribution to the development of Marxist 

theory in general cannot be disputed. Not only does his 

writings give us an insight into the problems of Latin 

American countries and of the development of revolutionary 

movements in that continent but it also approaches the 

revolution in a way that is very different from the aiassi

cal writings of Marx, Lenin, Mao and other revolutionaries. 



Debray's writing is also important in order to understand 

him correctly and to offer criticism which are valid in the 

light of historical experience, since his writings have 

influenced an important section of the Latin American 

revolutionary movement. 

During his stay in Latin American he spent much time 

studying the situation which gripped Latin America during 

the sixties. He had the unique experience of working and 

discussing with many leading figures of the movement including 

Castro and Guevara. He was, therefore, able to assess at 

first hand the developments taking place in the continent. 

The above has been noted in order to show that Debray 

was not only intellectually involved but was engaged in the 

struggles of Latin America. Therefore, his writings reflect 

not only some understanding of ~he revolutionary process 

but- also an understanding of the day-to-day c1ifficulties 

experienced by the guerilla fighters. It is this fact which 

must be remembered if one were to fully appreciate the 

extent of what Woddis refers to his "sincere commi.tment" 

to the revolution. With these brief remarks we can now turn 

to his theory of revolution. 

The lack of theoretical content in Debray's writings 

has been noted by many writers. 1 It is true that in none 

of his writings does he give us a very clear analysis of 

I. Huberman & Sweezy and Woddis, Jack, New Themries of 
Revolution (London, 1972). 
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'revolution'. It has been said with good reason that 

Debray offers us "a mere fragment of a theory of revolution~2 

On the whole his writings do not seem to explain the 

revolutionary process in Latin America nor discribe it but 

rather how to achieve it. 

It is from this lack of theoretical analysis that is 

his major weaknesses which we will examine later arise 

wh:ile DebraY considers it necessary "to study the problem 

(of revolution) scientificallyn and that a ••• n a study of 

this kind is a matter of life and death"3, he does not 

appear to do much justice to his study. 
I 

We must firstly understand what revolutnon Debray is 

refering to in his writings that is which stage of the 

revolutionary process is being discussed. Debray rejects 

outright the idea of a national democratic revolution and 

its relevance in Latin America. On the contrary he suggests 

that the situation in Latin America is ripe for a socialist 

revolution: 

"···· a bourgeosie democratic revolution is no longer 

possible in Latin America, because it is no longer on the 

agenda of history, so to say; yet the socialist revolution 
4 

which figures in heavy type on the agenda is not yet possible •• " 

This is in fact amounts to a rejection of the classical 

Marxist doctrine of the two stages revolutionary theory, firstly 

2. Huberman & Sweezy, nnebray; The Strength & The Weakness" 
in Huberman & Sweezy, ed •. , p. I. 

3. DebraY,R. Critique of Arms Vol.I (Middlesex, I977), pp.3I-32. 
4. Ibid, PP• 77-78. 
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that of the national democratic stage and secondly 

the socialist Ktge stage. This theory was originally put 

forward by Lenin in his analysis of the nationab question. 

Lenin called for the unity of all classes during. the first 

stage to fight for national independence and the right to 

self determination. It is strange that Debray should use the 

Cuban example to bring out the distinction between the two 

stages of revolution. He recognisedthat the Cuban revolution 

did pass through these two stages although the period between 

the two stages was very short, so as to be hard~y distin

guishable; 

11 In Cuba it (revolution) meant the overthrow 

of a tyranny in change of the government, 

a return to the democratic constitution of 

I940; in Latin America from I960 onwards, 

it has meant the overthrow of the bourgeosie, 

a change in the social mode of production, and 

the setting up of a radically new socialist 

legality." 5 

On the one hand he rejects national democracy saying 

that it does not apply to the Latin American situation; 

on the other hand he sees evidence of the existence of 

such a revolution in Cuba. He goes on further to contra

dict himself: 

;. Ibid, pp. 72-73. 
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"In the context of today any national· democratic 

movement in Latin America which attacks the 

existing state system with the object of liqui

dating it is a part of the world struggle to 

establish socialismn.6 
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The above impliesthat every revolutionary movement 

in Latin America must pass through the stage of national 

democracy, the Cuban revolution goes to prove this. 

Fidel's guerilla movement which adoptedthe method of armed 

struggle in I953 when it attacked the Moncada Barracks did 

not openly subscribes to the aims of the Popular Socialist 

Party (PSP), the party of the Cuban communists. Instead it 

had its own programme based on the establishment of national 

democracy. Its programme inCluded demands like right to natio

nal sovereignty,land reforms, working class and trade 

union democracy, an end to racial discrimination, national

ization of public services, industrilization etc.? It is 

on the basis of this programme that Fidel won the support 

of all the sections of the population including the petty 

bourgeois and some elements of the bourgeosie itself. 

United States imperialism did not perceive thes movement as 

an immdeate threat to its interests, but on the contrary 

thought that its interests could best be served by the over

throw of the dictator Batista. Accordingly it did not see 

6. Ibid, p. 73 
?. Woddis, Jack, n.I,p.203. 
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fit to act at the time to stop the advance of the movement. 

Only after the overthoow of Batista in 19.59 di'd Fidel declared 

his socialist aims and defeated those elements in his movement 

that supported imperialism and were not prepared to carry 

the revolution forward to the end. After a sort of struggle 

with the anti-socialist elements Fidel was able to strengthen 

his movement by moving towards a united front with the PSP 

and establishing the present Communist Party of Cuba. 

Decray's rejection of the possibility of an national 

democratic revolution in Latin America stems from his rejection 

of the concept of national liberation which has been a basic 

part of Marxist - Leninist Philosophy. It is Lenin who develop

ed this concept in his writings on the national and colonial 

AUestions. 8 In recent times this concept has been developed 

further by other writers, notably Ulyanovsky, in relation to the 

new Africa and Asian states.9 Unfortunately there has not been 

much reference to the situation in Latin America. Debray points 

to this striking absence of communist concern with Latin America. 

In fact, Latin America did not feature in the congress of the 

comintern until 1928. It is partly because of this that Debray 

suggested that Latin America is a unique sit~ation that cannot 

be placed in any category thus far developed in Marxist theory. 

8. I.J.Lenin, "The Right of Nations to Self-Determination", 
in collected Works (Moscow, 1977) p • .567. 
Ulyanovsky, R. National Liberation(Moscow, I978), and 
Present day Problems of Asia and Africa (Moscow, !980). 
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It has its own "individual piegeon-hole" which yet needs 

to be defined. His reason for not accepting the concept of 

national liberation is that ttthe goal is not that of political. 

independence of agiven territory or the establishment of the 

national soverign state"IO. He also does not accept that the 

movements in Latin America are anti-capitalist i.e. the way in 

which the western workers' movements are opposed to capitalism. 

The only theme which he seems to find in Latin America is the 

anti-imperialist theme i.e. these movements share with the 

other revolutionary mavements in the other parts of the world 

this common enemy. He asserts this without expanding much on 

the nature of.this anti-imperialist policy: 

n We are then left with the riddle of how to under

stand, accept and cope. with a paradox of a movement 

in history whose dominant guideline is anti-imper

ialism, but which is nota movement of national 

' liberation; a movement whose demand for national 

independence and soverignity is profoundly linked 
II 

with the socialist demand of politicised workerstt. 

What we have so far dealt with is Debray•s understanding 

of the kind and nature of the Latin American revolution, which 

is contained in his "Critic of Armsn. We still need to exaJnine 

Debray's idea of the nature of revolutionary conflicts. 

IO. Ibid, P• 5I. 
II. Ibid, P• 54. 



Central to an understanding of Marxism is the correlation 

of class forces in any given situation. Political grouping 

and parties are no more than an expression of class int~sts. 

What does Debray tell us about the position and role of differ

ent classes of Latin America? We have seen in the first chapter 

the classical Marxists' understanding of the role of the working 

class in bringing about a socialist revolution. According to Marx 

and Engels, ••• "Of all the classes that stand face-to-face with 

the bourgeois today, the proletariat class is really the 

revolutionary class"I2• 

Debray be~ieves, however, that the working class is irrelev

ant to the Latin American struggles. He does not accept that 

socialistic change will be brought about by the working class. 

He believes tha the van-guard role has been assigned to intell

ectuals and students. Once again he does not provide us with 

an analysis of why these classes will play t~s role. He 

simply says that: 

"The irony of history willed, by virtue of its social 

situation in latin American countries, the assignment 

of precisely this van-guard role to students and re

volutionary intellectuals who have had to unleash 

or rather initiate a highest form of strugglea~ I3 

12. Marx and Engels, Manifesto of the Communist Party , ... 
(Moscow,I977) p.57. 

13. Debray R., Revolution in the Revolution (Middlesex, 1968) 

p. 2I. 
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In the same breath he agrees with Fidel's criticism 

against intellectuals to the effect that there "intellectual 

attitudes" is partly to blame for the failures of guerillas • 

.l:ie comments: 

•••• Aside from his physical weakness and lack of 

adjustment to rural life, the intellectual 

will try to grasp the present through pre

conceived ideological constructs and live 

it through books11 •
14 

What the n social situation 11 is in Latin America that 

leads him to believe in the leadership of students and 

intellectuals, Debray does not elaborate. Throughout all his 

writings he is highly critical of people in the city including 

the working class. The city he claims "bourgeoisifies the 

proletariat ~· I4 He even goes further to suggest that "any 

man, even a comrade who spendshis life in the city is 

unwillingly bourgeois in comparison with guerillas" !5 This 

intense dis]ke for the city is a possible explanation for his 

anti-working class sentiments. But his emphasis on the rural

urban contrast extends beyond simply a criticism of the city 

and its negative influence on revolutionary fighters. The 

city is also symbolic of the political leadership that lays 

claim to be the vanguard in the national struggle. It is these 

political parties that take upon themselves the task of leading 

the revolution through legal methods, conferences, debates etc. 

I4~ Ibid, p. 75. 
I5 Ibid, p. 68. 
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These parties are therefore not in a position to understand 

the nature and dynamics of guerilla struggle. 
. 

In particular De bray is highly critical of the role and 

ideology of the communist parties of Latin America. It will 

be remembered that the communist parties that participated 
I 

in revolutions prior to that of Cuba have played a significant 

role in providing intellectual, political and organisational 

leadership. This was the case both with the Soviet Union i.e. 

the Bolsheviks as well as the Communist Party of China. The 

communist parties of the world have historically looked upon 

themselves as the monopoly holders over leadership of the 

revolutionary movements. Till today many communist parties 

hold jealously to this monopoly. 

Debray not only rejects this historical monopoly but 

questions the very existence of the party as the only form of 

the revolutionary organization: 

"There is no exclusive ownership of the revolution~ ~6 

His attack on the Party is based both on an ideological as 

well as a practical rejection. Ideologically he sees the 

Party as being caught in ttold political concepts, out worn, 

disc-r.ed!Lte:d, -ero.d..ed by failure, but persisting tenaciously". I7 
Some of these concepts are: 

(I) The alliance of the four classes includingthe national 

I6. Ibid, P• I25. 
I7. Ibid, P• 86. 
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bourgeoisie; 

(2) The concept of national democracy; 

(3) Contempt for and underestimation of the peasantry. 18. 

Practically, he suggests communist parties in Latin 

America have not given the people the correct leadership. 

This is borne out by criticism against the city based 

fighters and their tendencies to become "bourgeosiefied". 

He criticised the Party for its lack of understanding the 

need for armed struggle andthe difficulties faced by the 

guerillas as a result of their dependency on the city for 

provisions, food etc. 

He quotes Fidel in support of his argument that the 

party is not necessary under Latin American conditions. 

"Who will make the revolution in Latin America? Who? the 

people, the revol~tionaries, with or without a Partyu.I9 

By saying. this Fidel impliesthat the "vanguard" is not 

necessarily the Marxist-Leninist Party and that those who 

want to make the revolution have the right and duty to 

constitute themselves as"vanguardn independently of these 

parties. 1120 

He once again refers to the Cuban revolution to support 

this view. · He suggests that the Cuban revolution has been 

successful although there was no party. The party he claims 

emerges from guerilla movements. In his words: "The guerilla 

I8. Ibid, p. 86. 
I9. Ibid, p. 96. 
20. Ibid, p.96. 



force is the party i~ embryon~I Therefore, he is suggesting 

that the party will grow out of struggle and will not be 

established ind~pendently of that struggle. He is inverting 

the whole process of party organization. Whereas traditionally 

communist partieshave been formed in response to existing 

conditions of oppression and exploitation, Debray's concept 

of a party suggests that the party emerges as a result of 

these conditions rather than in response to these conditions. 

In effect what Debray is proposing isthe removal of 

"revolutionary litgi timacy" that the communist parties have 

claimed ever since the Russian revolution. This corresponds 

with the criticism made by both by Trosky and Luxembourg. 

Luxembourg puts it in the following terms: 

•••• "the party organization at first substitutes itself 

for the party as a whole, the central committee substitute 
--

itself to the organization; and, finally, a si.ngle "dictator" 

substitutes himself for the central co~itteen.22 

This anti-party approach is, in fact, a total reassessment 

of the Leninst concept of organisation. This concept according 

to Mandel embodies three elements which are dialectically 

related: · 

(i) A theory of the revolutionary processin the under

developed world, 

(ii) A theory of the development of Proletarian class 

consciousness and 

2I. Ibid, p. I05. 
22. Huberman & Sweezy, Regis Debray and the Latin American 

Revolution (London, 1968) p.4. 
23. Quoted in Debray's Critique of Arms. p. !66. 
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(iii) A theory of the essence of Marxism and its relation 

to science and the Proletarian Stru~gle. 24 

In his writings, Lenin developed the theory of organisation 

into a very broad net work. As the head of the organisation v:as 

the revolutionary vanc;uard party of the v:ork.ing class, \'lhich \'!as 

entrusted with the task of mass mobilisation and leadership of 

the norking class. As opposed to this concept, Debray favoured 

spontaneous action by the guerilla movement and the creation of 

a party from this movement. Debray doesn't reject the concept 

of party altogether. But he sees the party developing in a 

different way and serving different functions. For him, the. party 

is essentially a mean to enhance the military struggle. It is 

not seen,as a political instrument and as an or~anisation 

above the masses : 

"The technical and military problem of discipline requires 

a political solution ·an organisation or a party11 ~5 

'.'/hereas Lenin has largely been concerned ·:ii th the functions 

of the party, Debray is more concerned '."!ith its content. 

According to 1'1andel, Lenin 1 s idea of a Party was: 

"The building of the revolutionary class party is a process 

\'!hereby the :Programme of the Socialist reVolution is fused with 

the experience of the najority of advanced workers have acquired 

in struge;le". 26 

2L:. I'-'1andel, .J:;, "Leninist Cone ept of Organisation" In Revolu lion 
~nd Class St~uc~le by Blac~burn, Robinedc(Great Bri~ain,l)77) 
p. 78. 

25. De bray, R. 8::.:i t.ique of arms, n. 3, p. 202 • 

c:b. l\.lcniel op- cit. p. 102. 
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Debray on the other hand asserts: 

nTo cloud the issues w1 th the discussion of form ••• 

is to miss the seeence of any political action which 

must be judged by its class character on the one hand 

and its relevance to the si. tuation on the other." 27 

We see that the Leninst concept seeksto organise the Party 

from outside the masses whereas Debray seeksto create the party 

from concrete conditionsof struggle. The origins of Debray(s 

concept of organisation arises from hisbelief in the superio

rity of the military or armed struggle as opposedto the needs 

to develop the strategies and tactics rather than in response 

to the political education and organisation of the masses. 

It is clear that he does not seek to abolish the party but rath-

er sees the foco 11 as no more, no less than one particular 

expression of the party as definedin What Is To Be Done." 28 
• We have not thus far dealt with Debray s concept of the 

foco and hisideas on armed struggle. · This discussion will be 

taken up in the next chapter. But suffice to say that the 

armed struggle was Debray's prime concern. By and large, his 

writings are devoted to "creating the revolution" through 

armed struggle andto technical detailsin conducting a guerilla 

campaign. With Cuba as hiscl assic expm.ple of a successfUl 

revolution, he draws the conclusion that "the Socialist revo

lution is a result of an armed struggle against the armed 

force of the bourgeois state~29 

27. Debray.R., Critique of Arms n.3.,p.2I7. 
28. Ibid, p. !69. 
29. Debray.R., Revolution in the Revolution.p.I9. 
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DEBRAY'S CRITICS: 

It is no surprise that Debray's writings has evoked 

great interest by many communist, Marxist writers and others 

concerned with the history of revolutions in general. It 

has, in the words of Huberman and Sweezy, created 'an interna

tional sensation•. The reasons for this are; firstly, Debray 

has been directly concerned with revolutionary movements in Latin 

America. Secondly, he isthe first writer to give an account 

of the situation in Latin America in a1ch detail. Thirdly, 

many of his conclusions are radical in the sense that he cha

llenges many of the accepted principles of revolutionary practice. 

Fourthly, Debray's views on the Communist Parties, while not 

new, supplements the views of the 'New Left' and of movements 

that have opposed the hierarchy in the world communist movement. 

We will briefly examine some of the criticisms made by 

the 'Old Left' and the 'New Left! By the former, we refer to 

the group of communist partiesthat owe their allegiance to the 

Soviet Union. By the latter, we mean the broad left groupings 

who strongly resent Moscow's leadership. 

The 'Old Left' have reacted very strongly to Debray's 

attack on the Communist Parties of Latin America. As mentioned 

earlier, Debray challenges the role of these parties andtheir 

leadership of the revolutionary movements in Latin America. 
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Woddis has been particularly critical of both the facts 

upon which Debray draws his oonclusions as well as his 

ideological outlook.3° In order to refute Debray's arguments, 

he attempts firstly to show Debray's lack ofunderstanding of 

Latin American history. In particular, Woddis argues Debray 

has ignored a large part of Cuban history prior to 1953. 

Debray gives the impression that the revolution in 

Cuba began with the attack by Fidel andhis guerillas against 

the Moncada Barracks in 1953. But this, according to Woddis, 

is incorrect for a century long struggle preceded this 

1953 attack, a struggle waged against Spanish colonialism, 

American imperialism and national dictatorship. By making 

reference to the resistance campaigns led during the 19th 

century by Bolivar,Marti andother leaders; the formation of 

and role played by the Popular Socialist Party(PSP); the 

history of peasant and workers' struggles particularly the 

mass strike by workers. Woddis shows that the revolution 

did not originate with Fidel. Fidel and his guerillas simply 

carried the struggle to another phase of the struggle, that 

is the phase of armed struggle. He places a great deal of 

emphasis on the role played by the PSP in the organisation of 

workers and als points to the mistakes committed ~Y the 

party in its approach to armed struggle. 

The thrust of Woddis's a rgument in tracing this back

ground is to s ow that the Cuban revolution did not just 

happen spontaneously, but that bothe objective and subjective 

factors played a crucial role in creating the necessary 

conditions for the revolution. He does not believe that 

30. Woddis, Jack, pp. 179-274. 
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the revolution is a creation of the determined efforts made 

by Fidel and his guerillas although he accepts the important 

role played by this movement. In support of this he quotes 

Glezerman: 

"Determined action of the revolutionary forces, supported 

by the masses, can merely be the impetus which speeds the 

maturing of the revolutionary forces, but only if sufficient 

combustile material has accumulated in a country, if there 

are objective conditions creating a revolutionary situation. 

'he idea that the boldness and determination of the revolut-

ionary vanguards are sufficient to rouse the masses to 

revolution, is a· dangerous illusionn.3I 

The second line of attack adopted by Woddis to refute 

De bray is to point to the latter's analytical deficiency. This 

has been noted by other writers as well, including Althusser, 

Gunterfrank and Shah,33 Silva34. Althusser in his letter to 
' 

Debray says "One look in vain in your book for an analysis or 

the outline of an anlysis, or an indication of the absolute 

need for an analysis that gets to the depth of things, that 

deals with the reality of which as Lenin said, politics is just 

a resume,namely economic conditions .You mention somewhere 

the necessity of analysing the specific combination of modes 

of production to be found in Latin ~erica; but unfortunately 

you stop there. A pity, because that is the absolutely decisive 

3I. Ibid, p.I95. 
32. Debray, Critique of Arms, Appendix 2,pp.258-267. 
33. Gunterfrank andShah, "Class Politics and De bray" in Regis 

Debray and the Latin American Revolution (New York,I968) p.I3 
34. Silva. c., "Errors of the Foco Theory"in Regis Debrayand Latin 

American Revolution, Huberman and Sweezy ed. (New York,(I968) 
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point. 35 

Woddis shows that it is precisely an analysis of both 

the prevailing economic conditions and the modes of production 

which gives one a better understanding of the revolutionary 

movements. It is also through such an analysis that the 

positions of different classes in societies are determined. 

This position are objectively defined and not subjectively. Had 

Debray.payed greater attention to understanding the economic 

contradictions within Latin American Society, he might have 

arrived at different conclusions. 

The •New Left' has.also levelled similar criticisms 

against Debray. Sen has noted the opportunist way in which 

the 'New Left' has reacted to Debray. He describes Debray's 

work as "old, narodnik, nonsense which Marxism had encountered 

and vanquished six decades ago", and as "petty bourgeois frenzy"~6 

He further describes the new left response as contradictory. 

Whereas earlier they had warmly received Debray's Revolution 

in the Revolution, it subsequently rejected him.37 

Huberman and Sweezy,commenting on Debray's lack of analysis 

state: 
"Debray not only contributes nothing in this area, he 

doesn't even show an awareness of its importance".38 

A further criticism against Debra is his failure to 

35~ Debray.H., Critique of Arms, p.264. 
36. Sen.M.,"Debray-Narodnik Revival"in Communism and the 

New Lettby Mohit Sen (New Delhi,I97~ p.I5. 
37. Sen.M., nne bray Devastatledtt in Communism and the New 

38. Huberman.L. and Sweezy.P.M., n.33lp.6. 



unite theory and practice. He is accused of divorcing theory 

from practice and reducing the role of theory to military 

necessity. On this account he said to negatiate the maxim 

that "there can be no revolutionary practice w:lthout a 

revolutionary theory". 

Debray is rebuked for his overemphasis or the practical 

and military aspects of executing the revolution rather than 

the theoretical aspects which explains the causes and the 

development of the revolution. In this sense it is difficult 

to speak of a theory that presents a coherent frame-work 

within which Latin American society can be understood. While 

he stresses upon the need for a serious study of this "matter 

of life and death11 problem, he goes on to ignore it. Instead 

he presents us a picture of a guerilla fighter in action, a 

military figure equipped physically but not intellectually, 

for the success of the revolution. 

Petras has described Debray's theory as 'elitist' which 

lays the basis for "an ultra centralised personality cult", 

consisting of guerilla fighters only.39 Debray, he suggests, 

is wrong in thinking that it is guerillas with their excep

tional personal qualities that can bring about a revolution. 

Debray's observations on the Cuban revolution from which 

he has drawn much of his inspiration are contradicted by two 

Cuban writers, Torres and Arronde who point out that,· .he 

misrepresents both the history as well as the forces behind 

the Cuban revolution: 

39. Petras, James nnebray Revolutionary or Elitist" in 
Huberman, Sweezy., ppi06-II4. 
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"The Cuban lesson as conceived by Debray is a sectarian 

lesson and therefore a bad lesson which in no way can help 

the revolutionary organisations ofthe continents to solve 

the problems which have already arisen, the problem o~ 

unification of the truly revolutionary forces". 40 

Yfuile all these writers have subjected Debray to scathing 

criticism, his important contribution both to an understanding 

of the problems of Latin American society and to the develop

ment of revolutionary theory is respected • Neither his 

intellectual abilities nor his deep sense of dedication to 

revolutionary change are disputed. Woddis has spoken of his 

'sincere commitment' to the anti-imperialist struggle. All 

have expressed their sympathies with Debray during his period 

of impriSlnment and same have even campaigned for his release 

before 1970. 

Debray has been sensitive to these criticisms, maY- o~ 

which were made after the publication 'Revolution in the 

Revolution' in I967. He considers himself to have become the 

nideological scapegoatn for the Communist Parties of Latin 

America. He thinks that such an attack on him was only due 

to the long felt resentment by these communist parties of the 

Cuban leadership in Latin America. It is only because the 

communist parties were unable to express their dislike of Cuba, 

directly against Fidel or Guevara that they had to vent their 

feelings against him. 

40. Torres and Arronde, 11 Debray and the Cuban Experience~' 
in Huberman and Sweezy. 
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He doesn't however, respond to these criticisms rationally 

except for saying something against Althusser who alleged 

that Debray had given •negative demonstrations' in ana

lysing Latin America. While Althusser thinks that there 

may be same validity in what Debray says, he is nontheless 

sceptical about the way in which Debray tries to prove the 

correctness of his approach. His response to Althusser is 

·Simply that the latter has misunderstood his intentions 

in writing about Latin America and his prime concern which 

was nthe immediate future of the armed str\lggle, the life 

and death of those involved in itn.4I 

Partly in response to these criticisms and his own 

desire to revise his approach, Debray did attempt a review 

while in prison in I968. He set about this review by 

pointing to four main concerns : 

{I) Importance of thev town, 

{t) Linking tactics and strategies organically 

(3) Placing deeper roots among local 
people and 

{4) A greater understanding of the 42 nations• history. 

What is important, however, is Debray's recognition of 

some of his limitations. He acknowledges that the above 

review "smacks of short-sighted, theoretical reformism" 

and that he had "not yet come to understand what a people's 

war is at heart-the abolition of the principle of identityn.43 

4I. Debray.R., Critique of Arms, p.258. 
42. Ibid, PP• 253-254 
43. Ibid, pp. 254. 
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It is unfortunate that it has not been possible to 

follow Debray's later thinking on these important issues. 

The last of his writings "fonversations with Allende" 

he criticises partipation in parliamentary democracy by saying 

that it has resulted in "diffusing and sublimating the . 
direct action of the working class forces." 44 

In what has indeed, been a strange turn of events 

we find Debray today in a position, which he had rejected 

in I97I. Soon after, the victory of French Socialist 

Party this year, Debray was appointed Foreign Policy 

Adviser to the President, George Mitterand.45 

It is ~fficult to comment on the reasons for accepting 

this position as he has not been given much prominence 

st;1ce his appointment. But there is no doubt that he'll 

play an influential role in French politics and in shaping 

French policies towards Latin America. Already the 

French Government has expressed its criticisms against 

American's role in El salvador and its support for the 

liberation movement in that country. 

44. Quoted in Woddis, p. 276. 
45. Indian Express ••••• 
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C H A P T E R - III 

THE· ARI~:SD ROAD 

' 
~e have seen Debray's failure to' present a coherent 

theory of revolution in Latin .A.nerica. But vie y;ould be failing 

in our understanding of Debray if we were to merely discredit 

·him in this \'ray and not look at his wri tin~s from what v;as his 

prime concern-creating the revolution through armed m:;:rut;c;le. 

That the armed s~ruggle is the only solution to a socialist 

transformation in Latin .America Debray takes for granted. 1 

He doesn't examine VIh,Y there is a need to VJage an armed strug2;le 

or ~hy other forms of struggle such as participation in 
\ 

parliament, trade union activity or other legal methods are 

ina}))ro:p::.~iate to the Latin· American situation. Nor does he 

give a description ol the forms of violence perpetrated by 

the Latin American ruling class ·:rhich demand an an1ed 

response. 

1 f ·::e are to assume both thaL ~here exists a neeo_ for a:::mcd 

struecle and that other forms of struggle arc irrelevant, Debray 

l:.c_:_s still to explain i':hy he sees cuerilla vrarfare is 

a:p~n·o:p::·iate for all Latin Ar:terican countries. This he does 

not do. 

Be~ore ~e look at his understanding of suerilla warfare . 
anc~ its ore:;anisation let us exa:::ine ~he historical bec:c,:/cound 

-> 

f 
L l • ~ o ~n1s forE of struggle. 

Guerilla narfare according to •Laquo2 has its oric;ins 
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in the Thirty Years War waged by the Spanish against 

Napoleon~ It was common during the nineteenth century 

amongst armed resistance movements in Europe but it waa 

yet to be developed into a science. It was Clausewitz 

who for the first time formulated a theory on warfare 

drawing his conclusions from the Napoleonic and Prussian 
I wars. But his theory was evolved not to meetthe needs of 

guerilla warfare, but rather it was in response to the 

need for introducing a systematic account of the emerging 

national armies of Europe. He was the first to recognise 

the political and military factors determining the conduct 

of wars. 

11 War is not an independent phenomenon but the cnnti

nuation of politics by different means. Consequently 

the main line of every major strategic plan are largely 

political in nature; ••••• there can be no question of a 

purely military evaluation of a great strategic issue, nor 

of a purely military scheme to evolve it". 2 Clausewitz•s 

work has been recognised as a classic on warfare not 

because of hisbrilliance in giving details of how to conduct 

a war but because he recognises warfare as inherently 

political. He is creditmd with giving a scientific expla

nation of the causes of war and developing the framework 

within which the uncertainties of war can be foreseen and 

planned for in advance. 

I. 

2. 

Laquer Waltert Guerillas: A Historical and Critical study 
(London, I9??J p.IOO. 

Clausewitz on War (New Jersey, I9?6) p.7. 
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But it was not Clausewitz's contribution alone that 

gave modern guerrilla warfare its scientific basis. 

Throughout the twentieth century and particularly after 

the second World War we have seen guerilla warfare developed 

into a military science by revolu~ionary leaders. The 

forms of guerilla warfare used~uring Second World War were 

qualitatively different from the modern revolutionary forms. 

While guerilla warfare was seen as a military instrument 

to defeat enemy forces during Second World W&r the revolutionary 

wars waged in Russia, China, Vietnam and Cuba were primarily 

ideological. These were aimed at not only defeating 

enemy forces but also winning over the masses of people 

in the region on the side of the revolution. Thus Mao-Tee

Tung saw war as "the highest form of struggle for resolving 

contradictions •••••• between classes, nations, states or 

political groups111 He further distinguished between just 

and unjust wars regarding all revolutionary wars as just 

and the counter revolutionary wars as unjust. To Mao 

"Neither a beginner nor a person who fights only on paper 

can become a really able high ranking commander: only one 

who has learned through actual fighting in war can do so~ 4 

Both Mao and Giap stressed the need for the partici

pation of the people in a revolutionary war. They believed 

that without people's support the war is destined to fail. 

"The revolutionary war isthe war of the masses, it can be 

waged only by mobilising masses and relying on them". 5 

3. Mao-Tse-Tung, Selected Military Writings (Peking,I975):p.78. 
4. Ibid, p.87 
5. Mao-Tse-Tung, Quotations from Mao (New York,I967) :p.48. 
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Debray has no doubt made a study of these military 

scientists and has drawn from the experience of both 

Chinese and Vietnamese wars. But above all he has been in-

fluenced in his approach to guerilla warfare by the Cuban 

revolution and the writings of Che Guevara. While he sees 

a little that the revolutionary movements in Latin America 

could gain from the experiences of the Vietnamese or 

Chinese wars he thiriks that the Cuban experience could be 
I 

repeated in the other Latin American countries. His reasons 

for thinking that the former do not offer any concrete 

lessons for Latin America are based on geographical and 

demographic differences such as density of population, 

terrain etc. The following conditions he says are peculiar 

to Latin Americab countries; (I) The guerillas are scattered 

in areas having small population; {2) The control of certain 

areas directly by imperialist forces through religious and 

community institutions and (3) The absence of semi-regular 

or regular force~.6 

But it is not these conditions alone which gave Latin 

America its different character. In addition we must take 

in account of the fact that the proximity of United States' 

places severe restraints on revolutionary movements and their 

activities. It ispossible for United States to mobilise 

its forces of repression and intervene in the domestic 

affairs of what it considers to be its backyard. Ever since 

6. Debray,nRevolution in Revolution11 (Middlesex, I967)pp 50-52. 
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the proclamation of the Monroe Doctrine, the United States 

has reserved its right to intervene directly in the affairs 

of the Latin American States. The history of the imperia

list intervention in Chile and recently in El Salvador is 

clear evidence of naked intervention. This is an important 

consideration in making a comparison between the Asian and 

Latin American situations. 

One of the fundamental differences he sees between the 

Cuban revolution and those preceding it isthe character of 

the leadership in particular Fidel Castro. In Castro he 

sees the unity of political and military leadership which he 

believes contributed to the success of the Cuban revolution. 

He believes like Fidel "to those, who show military ability 

also g:Lvepol.itical responsibility. "These qualities were 

absent in the leaders of previous revolutions. While 

Debray plays-on this theme throughout hiswritings and 

considersit a necessity for a leader to have military as 

well as politfcal ability, it is clear that he places 

military above political considerations. In other words, if 

one can"ot excel in military warfare and master the XUB laws 

of military science he cannot become a political leader. 

His writings reflect an overriding concern with 

military leadership, organization, strategies andtactics. 

In leadership he sees Castro as embodying all the necessary 

qualities for a guerilla fighter. 



In organization he sees the group of armed guerillas 

organised in the foco. Unlike the organisation adopted 

during Chinese revolution which was centred around esta

blishing bases from the masses upwards, Debray's form of 

organization i§ founded on the guerilla foco, the nNucleus 

of the popular army". The foco is "the small motor" that 

sets 'the big motor• of the masses into motion". 7 The 

semi-regular and regular forces are established after this 

foco has begun its activities. The foco therefore has no 

rear base to depend on for its survival. Its rear base has 

to be established amongst the people, The foco has no 

fixed base but it is mobile all the time. Unlike the Chinese 

situation the guerillas cannot be "like fish in the water" 

because of their constant mobility and their inability to 

establish firm roots amongst the people. The foco isthere

fore very open to the might and force of the enemy wherever 

it moves. 

Debray sees guerilla warfare in Latin America develop

ing in three stages: firstly stage of establishment; 

secondly the stage of development and thirdly the stage of 

revolutionary offensive. 8 It is in the first stage the 

guerillas face the most serious dangers both from the enemy 

that is firmly in control of rural areas and from the people 

themselves who have not been ad.Wtated so as to be sympathetic 

7. Ibid, p.83. 
8. Ibid, p.3I. 
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to the movement and its aims. Debray rejects the idea of 

self defence and sees the role of the guerillas as being 

an offensive one. The self defence he says, 11is partial 

whereas revolutionary guerilla warfare aims at total war

fare by combining under its hegemony all forms of struggle 

"9 at all points within the territory. He believesthat 

if the guerillas were to confined themselves to mere self

defence they will be threatening not only their survival 

but also that of people in the region. 

In brief therefore the guerillas play the role of van

guard leading the movement but lacking a firm base and 

support from the people. The people upon which both Nao 

and Giap based their entire organization do not seem to 

feature significantly in Debray' s guerilla net work. On 

the contrary Debray sees the formation of the foco indepen-

dently of the people and shows a great distrust for the peasants 

for fear that they will betray the guerillas. There is no 

provision for the establishment of means of communication 

with the people nor is there any reference to education and 

organization amongst the people. It is for this reason that 

the guerillas have to depend heavily on material assistance 

from the cities. Debray approves of Guevara's statement 

that "a guerilla war is a people's war and it is a mass 

struggle. To attempt to conduct this type of war without 

the support of the populace is a prelude to inevitable 

disaster. The guerilla force.· is the people fighting 

vanguard ••••• supported by the masses of peasants and 

9. Ibid, p. 29. 
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workers of the region and the entire territory in question. 

Except on thisbasis, guerilla warfare is unacceptable.n IO 

The people's war, he says, has not yet oo mmenced in Latin 

America. 

Debray further devotes a great deal attention to the 

question of the correct strategies andtactics of revolution

ary war i.e. decisions concerning day today organization 

and programme of the guerillas. According to Mao, "strategy 

is ·to study those laws on war that governs the war situation 

as a whole. The task of the science of campaigns and the 

science of tactics is the study of those laws that govern a 

partial situation. "II:J 
) 

"Military strategy according to Debray springs first 

of all from a combination of political and social circumstances, 

from a relationship with the population, from the limitation 

of the terrain, from the opposing forces and their weaponry.n12 

The fundamental strategic problem which Debray sees is 

the formation of the rear guard. Whereas in 'Revolution in 

the Revolution' he does not pay any serious attention to the 

importance of a rear base, in his "Critique of Arms" he 

emphasises the need for such a base. Without the base the 

guerillas face three serious setbacks:. 

(I) 

(2) 

Fighting to survival rather than surviving 
to fight; 
The problem of having no base and excessive 
mobility which poses dangers of easy capture; 

(3) Not being able to sustain the struggle for 
too long a period.~3 

IO. Debray, Critique of Arms(New York,-1977) p. 8I 
II. Mao, n.3 p. 3I 
I2. Debray, n.8, p. 59. 
I3. Ibid,p. I~3:- I56 
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-
The Lo.tin Ac:.erican revolution, Dobro.y · acknonl cd;::;es 

co.n;:ot .=;o.in ground or o.dvo.nce v;i thout fully accomodating and 

win~in~ the support of the masses on nhose behalf it is being 

naged. It is th2 masses who constitute the rear suard that 

co..n sustain the cuerrillas. Debray puts it in the follovrin,:; , 

Viay: 

"The crisis of the revolutionary movement in Latin 

.Araerica may be summed up as a crisis of the 

revolutionary rear ,suard"~4 

In the last chapter we have seen Debray's attitude 

to the com1:1Unist parties in Latin America. This attitude 

stems largely from his perception of tho party as a refor-

mist organization vrith no understanding of the problems of 

the gue:;_~rilla fiGhters. It is because tho communist party 

is involved largely \'lith the ort;ani zation of the r;orking 

class in the cities·its progrru~Je, stra~egies an~ tactics 

are fo_:_·mulated with a view to advancin'-' the ie:r.:c;2iatc 

interests of the \':orking clo.ss. Even r.·hilc i ~ su;~:zJo:rts 

the armed struc;:;le he does not ~~:.:... e a~cer.t=Lon to tl1c needs 

o£ the ~uerrilla fi~hters anJ the or~anization of the 

peasantry. It is fo_· ti:is reason the,-: Debro.y c._lled :'o:· a 

rad~c~l rcor~ar.izntion of the ?arty: 

stru~cle re~uires a 4e~ s~yle of leadership, a new 
------ ----- -------------- ---

14. Ibid, p.l55 
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me.thod of o:cganization, and a nerj physical and 

ideological response· on the part of leaders and 

militants. 1115 

Unlike Vietnam, where Giap· tried to coordinate the 

activities of ·the u:,:·ban and rural cuerilla"' bases De bray 

rejects urban Tiarfare. He does not seek to combine the two 

forms of struggle and bring about a unity of the urban and 

ruro.l leadership. 1:.'e have noted his reasons for denouncing 

the urban leac.ership and his anti-city sentiments. Comrai t-

ment to the armed· struggle in Latin An:erico. is therefore a 

major thrust of Debray's conception of revolution. He believes 

that only through armed struggle, or.::,a.nized around the foco, 

can socialism be made a reality. 
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C H A P T E R - IV 

REVOLUTION IN LATIN AMERICAN STATES : BIRD 1 S EYE VIEW 
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C H A P T E R - IV 

RESOLUTION I:T LA'riN ANE:2ICAN STAT:SS: A :3I.2D' S EYE VIEVJ 

1:Je have examined Debray' s theory on revolution and 

his. approach to the armed struggle in Latin America. V!e 

he_ve seen ho':.' Debray firmly believed in the establishment 

of guerrilla units in the rural areas of Lacin Ameria.a 

which would wage a war against enemy forces fo~ the 

overt:.row of oppressive regimes and the creation of 

socialist societies based on the Cuban model. 

The aim of this chapter is to ex· ~;;i::J.c ooi .. c of tne 

p:Jli tical realities existing in certain Latin American 

states dur-ing the sixties. It is. against this bac~\.2,'round 

that Debray' s theo~·ies could be tested and his ar:.:;uments 

on the state of the Latin American revolution be c:mo.lysed. 

\':'e rlill confine om.~selves to examinint; the four countries 

which Debray himself describes in his writinss n~1ely , 

Venezuela, Uru.::;uay, Guatamala anci Chile. In these :::'our 

s::udics we"r:ill note seve:·al ciffercnces in poli·::ical 

conditio:1s c:ivin;__ rise to different ap.:;:·saches, policies 

and or.::;anization af the revolution. These conditions belie 

Debray' s S'J,._,~es"c;ion tha~ a cor:tinental unity exists in 

Latin Ame:·:i.ca ·::hich '::ould Elalu; it possible fo~ Uw Cuban 

revolution to be repeated. These revolutio:1s are 

rcvolutiJns that have failed und it is U:ere.::'ore 

impo:;:·ta:nt to unders cand r:hy tiley have failed fo:::· the 

success of fucure revolutions. 
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The sudden out-break of revolutionary zeal in t~1ese 

countries followed closely after the ~uccess of Cuban 

revolution in 1959. Radical social change in one country 

inevito.bly has its impact on people of nei;;hbouring states 

and gives them confidence in their o~n strusgles against 

oppr:..;ssion. This was certainly true of the Cuban revolu

tion ·:;hich took place right under the nose of the most 

powerful impe:.:'ialist power. Mover1wnts throug~10ut Latin 

Ar.1erica r:ere stirred by this historical acomplishmcnJc and 

be::_;an to intensify their efforts to brine about socialist 

change. They were greatly encouraged by the expressions 

of solidari t;r and support from Fidel Castro and Che Gu,evara 

who made it cleo..:-· that Cuba cannot be free until the whole 

of Latin Aineri ca has been liberated. 'l'hey pledged their 

material support for movements that sho·wed a co:::Jni tme:nt 

tovra:c~ds true socialist aims. In the follorrint; yoa::.·s Cuba 

v:as to keep its pledge by t;iving every kind of assistance 

includinG the dispatch of Cuban guerillas to revolutionary 

r.wvements in Latin Ar:1erica, much to the distaste of both 

the Latin A.r:le::::'ican c'ictato:::·ships and the United btates. 

Because of the irp.portance of the Cuban rovolution 

rre ·:Jill only concentrate on develo:pmonts in tho :post cuban 

period. ~hilc it is not possible in the study o~ this ki~d 

to ~i ve any details of the s t:::·usc.,l es v: a._;cd by r..:ovemu:ts in 

these countries reference will be made to s:~gnificant 
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events and strate~ies pursued by different organizations. 

1 
Gott .iJ.as eiven an excellent account of these developments 

-:rhile Debray' s \'J:citings have beon s~>.etchy ant:. full of 

personal reflections. 

1;'!e ;,·:ill follow Gott' s pe:ciodization of Latin A.'11erican 

revolution ~hich is given as: 

(l) 1959-61 the era in which the stru~gles were 

led by students who were over enthusiatic about 

the pro~ects of revolution. 

(2) 1962-65, the expansion of the guerrilla m6v01:1ent 

with the support in some cuses of the orthodox 

CoLmunist Party. 

(3) 1966-69 - the first meeting oi the Tricon~inental 

V:SN:CZUELA 

Conference in 1966 after \'!i1ich the COI:!i:iunist :par

ties abondened the gue::::cilla method of sL1ug2,·le~ 

The Venezuelan r~volution of 1958 which overthre~ the 

dictator Perez Jimenez brought in to porrer a bourgeois deL:o-

cracy under l:.he leadershi:p of the Accion Denoc::atica heaci0d 

by a Romulo Betancourt. T:1is ;·:as a povular __;overn>;~er:l ·:;L::..ch 

as events ·,:e:::-e to sho·:: de:'eaJced the ai:-::s of the rcvo 1 u tion 

and acted agains·~ the interests of tlw people. Betancourt, 

y:.i:J.o '.72.S once a mc:-r:be.:.· of the corm::unist :;arty, b"''--an a 

violc;nt assault on t:~e l-:18~:1be:;:·s of the Co;.~:.iunist Pa.::ty and 

othe:.~ or[;ar.izatio~1sfi'-;~: tir.;:_; fo2:· socialism. Scon a:tc:· ·his 

1. Rici1o.rd Gott, Gue.:--rilla Hoveuents in Latin. A;Jer::.c·a, 
(2'Te~·. York, 1970). 

2. Gott n.l,p.l2. 
0 
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election _deputies r:i thin his c;ove:r-nmen'c b9CGJne disillucion

ed with both his internal anti-people policies as well as 

his attack on YJhat he refered to as "Co.stJ.~o-Cor.u:mnism". These 

deputies together with othe:- radicc;t.ls broke ar;o.y f~·om the 

Accio• Democratioa to for·m the Hoviemento de Izquierda 

R~volutionaria (MIR) which was headed by Domingo Alberto 

Rangel. In :particula:::· this breal.;: away '::as due to the 

reladonship that Betancourt continued to maintain ~·:i th the 

United States. 1:/hile claimine; to be anti inperialist 

Betancourt continued to encourage .American investment in 

the oil economy of Venezuela. Betancourt states his 

policy as being 

11 •••• and-im:9erialist, but r:e uncierstand anti 

i;:1pe:·.Lalisr:1 as the defence of Venezuelan inte:r'(.;st 

and of .Alnerica, not the anti -in:Jerialism which 

attac~;;.s tho United States in o:;.·de:· to put :_ tself 

at the se.::·vice of Soviet expensionist policy .•.• 

\':e are '::illins to nc._;otiatc ni L1 u~~ited States 

and Eu:::,opeaYl investo .. :s r:ho na;1L; to dcc. .. l vri th the 

coT;ernment v:hich is m·Iare of the nations neal th 11 .3 

Betancourt's bourgeois .:;ovcrru;wn t claimed to believe 

in democracy and the protection c f civil li berti cs contained 

in the constitution. But soon after his a;:-;?oint~l~m~ he b0::.;an 

sU]prcssing st~Cent a:::1d ~orker movements ~ithout any re 0a~d 

to democratic na~ns. The people soon realized that he had 

no desire to '::orl-;;: in their interests. 

3. Ibid;p. 155 
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The problem, according to Debray, that faced the 

revolutionary movement was whether an armed struggle could 

be successfUl under a bourgeois democracy with some sem-

blance of legality. 

In the early sixties a concerted attmmpt was made to 

reduce the power of the communist party by attacking its 

leadership. Although the commnunist party had supported 

Betancourt during the election and believed in following a 

non-violent and legal struggle for socialism they were 

forced in I962 to adopt a policy of armed struggle. 

Fabricio Ojedia one of the party leaders who was captured in 

October I962 stated in a letter from prison; 

"We should all have preferred the fate of Venezuela to 

have been decided peacefully, by non-military means," because 

that solution would have avoided the loss of lives alld des

truction of tools and resources, which could be used for pro-

gress and development. But unfortunately the ruling classes 

have prevented this with all the means in their power. Our 

people has been left no other means than Violence. ,4 

Before the party officially adopted this policy the 

/ 

MIR had already commenced its guerilla activities and had set 
I 

up fronts in the countryside. The party had to pursui this 

policy with much reluctance until I967 when it finally abando-

ned the armed struggle. 

4. Ibid, p. I45· 
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It was in I963 when the party together with the MIR 

and a number of army officers that were opposed to the 

policy of Betancourt came together and founded the Fuerzas 
I 

Armadas De Leberancion Nacional (FALN). The main o~jectives 

of the FALN were ; 

I. To enforce respect for national sovereignty and 

indeijlendence, the freedom and democratic life 

of the Ve3ezuelan people. 

2. To defend the national heritage, its integrity 
and wealth. 

3. To support the authorities set up by the revo
lution and to see that the laws made by them 
in accordance with their powers are carried out. 

4. To protect the interest of the people, their 
property and enstructions. 

5. To set up a revolutionqry, nationalist and 
democratic government. ~ 

With the establishment of FALN, which was to coordinate 

the guerilla actiVities, a parallel organization Frente de 
Liberation nat,Wlal was formed to implement political decisions. 
This body was largely dominated by communists although 
its programme of action stated that 11 the FALN isnot communist 
organisation nor does this pzogramme propose a communist 
solution to the country." 6 Its objectives were "to win natio"' 
nal independence, liberty and a democratic life for our 
nation; to rescue our pa trimony, integrity and national 
riches; to establish a national and popular revolutionary 
government."? 

5. Ibid, P• I65. 
6. Ibid, p. !65. 
?. Ibid, p. I66. 
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In the national elections of 1964 the call for a 
boycott failed miserably when ninety percent of the po-

pulation turned out to vote for the Accion Democratica 

candidate Raul Leoni. Leoni took over the presidency with 

a call to the communists that if it were to abandon the 

armed struggle its existence would be restored to legality. 

Both leaders of the l.UR Rangal and the communist party 

reacted favourably to thiscall. Although they did abandon 

entirely the armed struggle they began to show some oppo

sition to it. However, the guerilla fighters themselves and 

in particular its leaders Douglas Bravo were not happy 

about this change of policy. Subsequently a heated exchange 

took place between the communists on one hand and the guerillas 

on the other. The question of urban versus rural warfare 

surfaced once again, the communists being in favour of oo n

fining the armed struggle to the cities while the guerillas 

favoured a policy of "combined insurrection", which stressed 

the need for both urban and rural networks. This long 

internal struggle came to a head when Bravo issued the "Ira

cara Manifesto" in the name of the Jose Leo Nardo, Chirinos 

Front in March, 1966. This was the begnning Qf the split 

within the FALN. Bravo was later to be joined by a fUrther 

contingent of guerillas led by Luben Petkoff who landed off 

the post of Venezuela in July 1966. Towards the end of the 

year this group was the only one effectively in operation; 

the other fronts controlled by communists had by them became 

inactive. 
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An event.in early 1967 further divided the communists 

and guerrillas and brought Fidel into the conflict. This 
4 

event was the ki~lling of the brother of the Foreign 

Minister and the former director of the social security 

system, Dr.Julie Iribarren Borges. FALN pamphlets were 

found near his body stating that there were other political 

leaders on their death list. 

Borges death evoked sharp reactions from both the 

communist parties and Fidel Castro after an article appeared 

in Granma, in which Elias Manuit, a leader in Bravo's front 

associated that front with the killing. The party expressed 

its "unqualified rejection" of the crime. Fidel • s retort 

can1e in a speech at the University of Havana; 

Fidel 

nour honest opinion •••• is that if it was 

revolutionaries we consider that it was 

a mistake to do it, for the enemy will 

use it against you, and the people will 

not be able to distinguish between you 

and the people". 8 

continued to criticise the communist party 

accused it of the betraYing theguerilla struggle. 

and 

The party reacted to Fidel's statements by accusing him 

of trying to set himself up as the Latin American Pope. At 

its congress in April 1967, it vaguely supported the conti

nuation of the armed struggle and stressed that the "non 

peaceful revolutionary path as abe axis of the Venezuelan 

8. Ibid, P• 209. 
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I people s strategy of struggle fornational and social 

liberation, for socialism~ 9 

The party formally expelled Douglas Bravo from the party. 

Theodore Petkoff summarised the position of the party.on the 

J~Uestion of guerilla warfare. "An analysis of party acti

vity shows that though guerilla warfare is something we can 

not abandon , it is not the chief form of struggle. In 

our country guerilla action depends upon developments in the 

towns. Guerilla units may survive without help from the 

town, but they cannot d~velop without at.n10 

The period after this in which the party played little, 

if any, role in the guerilla movement, was a period of rapid 

decline for the guerilla fronts set up by the MIR and Bravo. 

This decline was accentuated by the divisions within the 
' 

guerilla movements. Members of the Bravo front were unpappy 

about Bravo's prolonged stay in the city. They felt that 

there was no scope for action in the city. Finally in 1968 

a split took place in Bnavo 1 s front leading to a weakening of 

the guerilla resistance in western part of the country. 

Ten years of guerilla warfare against a bourgeois 

democracy leads Debray to conclude that "revolutionary 

violence can not win against a broadly liberal Republic in 

which universal sufferage and normal political life serve 

to canalize, and reflect the energy of themasses." II 

9. Ibid, p. 2IO. , 
IO. Ibid, p. 220. 
II. Debray.R., Revolution or Trail (Middlesex,I978)p. II9. 
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URUGUAY 

The political history Uruguay is best understood in 

the context of the conflict between the two major poli

tical groups, that emerged after the civil war in 1838, 

the Colorado Party and the Blanco Party. In I865 Blanco 

came into power and governed Uruguay upto 1958, when it 

was unseated. 

The most significant period for our purpose is from 

I97I to 1972 when the Moviniento De Liberacion (MLN) or 

as they are commonly referredto asthe Tupamaros rose to 

prominence against a background of intense political 

violence. On sixth December I97I, I06 Tupas escaped from 

prison th~ugh a 30 yard long tunnel. Few days later the 

military regime introduced a decree establishing the 

Fuerzas Conjuntas which combined the military .l1nd semi

military forces in the state. This body was given a free 

reign over the suppressiqn of the guerilla forces. Between 

the period S~ptember I97I to April 1972 the MLN entered 

into a truce with the regime and participated in elections 

which brought about a change of government. After 14th 

April !972 a vicious repressive campaign was conducted 

against the Tupas by the armed forces and a terrorist 

dictatorship was introduced. 
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To~·rards the e11d of 1971 the ELN entered into an 

alliance Y:i L: th9 Frente JI.J;'lplio, an electoral coalition 

consisting of a mL:ber of political parties on the left. 

3y so doin.:; it exposed itself legally and invitee::_ reac-

-tion from the State. Soon after this alliance the EL~T 

leader·stip fonmlated a plan to intensify the guerrilla 

campaign,i:;:.nov:n as the Tatu plan. Broadly, the plan :e:x 

envisaged the establish~nent of suburban allci rural 

comr::ittecs unde:..A the Frente .Amplio.TD.e ai ... of tnc :plan 

~as to disperse the forces of repression. The country 

r:as di vi <:led into seven columns under a si~~~le urban 

'Jased con::an.d.These cor.-,L:ittes were, ho\·.'ever, .3iven a 

lar::;e ~ount of disc:cction to cope rii th local dicisions 

and ·:.·ore rosponsi bl e for their O'l':n :11air. tenance. 

L: t::e elec·Gions of tf1e l'Tov.I97I tl1e Colorados 

electoral "9:-..·oc ess. 

T::c Frc;-:.to A:-lplio ac~.oivcc~ lil.1itod success rE:ceivi:'l.g 

30 ' ---, 7 5 t t +>_ - ' t 1 " T 6 r_ • I • I T'"' ·y VO es O~i O~ "-'~ ""CO a OI _.__, v·;-, .J..';i 

. ·:.at r.·as clo~-r from this election ·::o..s the fact that 

thu hi sto ::.~ical domination of thu colo:~o.c:; s o..:.8. Blanco s 

co be ide:~t:' f::.. cd as t::e e:::p:.~ossj or;. of i:.h e poli ~i Cctl life 

of u~uouay itself. 

I 2 ) I bi d J P. I L;- 5 
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Towards the end of I97I the imprienone~ leaders of the 

MLN drafted the plan to be executed in !972. The plan 

examined the situation after the election and stressed the 

need to raise thelevel of the armed struggle and to end 

all dialogue with theregime. The plan stated; 11 

11The step we must take is to make direct and 

systematic harassment of the repressive forces 

a major form of military and political action. 

What we are now proposing is to lift the pro

blem out of the realm of theory in which it has. 

remained upto now and set it formally in the 

sphere of immediate task. ui3 

The plan went on to state: 
II 

We must stop seeing direct and systematic 

harassment as a remote goal and make it the practi

cal and immediate aim in which all oar energies 

are to be. concentrated.ni4 

Towards the end of I97I, the MLN carried out a series 

of attacks against the Montevideo Gulf Club, Police, radio 

and other military installations. But these attacks were 

small fry compared to the events after the first March !972, 

when the Death Squadron was given the approval of President 

Bordaberry. Debray describes the squad as: 

"the official police repression and military 

intellegence also functioning in a parallel 

unofficial way. n1 .5 

13. Ibid., P• !56. 
!4. Ibid~, P• !59. 
I5. Ibid .. , p. I6I. 



The squad began with a campaign of terror against 

leftist leaders, organisations, and institutions. No 
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one was spared during this reign of terror which continued 

upto September. Some of the worst atrocities carried out 

by the squad include the killing of an arts student who was 

found with thirteen bullet holws in his body; the killing 

of ei~ht communist militants in cold blood; the employment 

of the worst forms of physical and chemical torture including 

beating, electric shocks, psychological tortures, injection 

of:;taquiflaxin into the body of prisoners etc. Between 

I5 April to 9thSeptember the followin& official figures~' 

of the acts carried out by the squad and the Feurtas Conjuntas 

were given as fellows: 

5,570 repressive operations 

I,987 arrests of sedtious persons 

84 persons recaptured 

29 killed 

26 wounded 

247 hiding places, illegal centres and stores discovered;I6 
In addition it was estimated that in I973 they were between 

4,000 to 5,000 political prisoners in UruguaY. 
These attacks completely paralysed the revolutionary 

movement and destroyed most of the bases set up by the MLN. 

Faced with such a massive terror campaign the MLN was forced 

to declare a trace in June and August !972. 

16. Ibid, p. I79. 
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CHILE 
The history of the defeat of the Chilean revolution is 

the history of many lessons for Latin America. Unlike the 

other Latin American countries where the armed struggle had 

been adopted almost to the extent of al~ other methods of 

struggle, in Chile the revolutionary leadership during the 

sixties still believed it was ,. 1.possible to bring about 
. ( 

socialist change through constitutional means. To this end 

Allende led a broad coalition of political parties under the 

United Popular in the elections of 1970. The U.P. turned out 

to be victorious and Allende became the first socialist presid-

ent of Chile. 

Allende and his socialist grouping in theU.P. intended to 

use the bourgeois machinery to bring about a socialist transfor

mation of Chilean society. It was Allende's belief that the 

socialist would be able to defeat the forces of bourgeois 

reaction through the use of bourgeois democratic institutions 

and procedures. Allende's party further believed that: 

"The class nature of the state could be transformed 

without being destroyed first. It was to be taken 

over as it stood; it would then be destroyed by the 

irresistable force of the changes in the economic 

infrastructure.ni7 

I7. Ibid, p. 270. 
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Underlying these intentions Allende presupposed three 

things; 

the 

(I) That control over the government wasthe most impor-

tant instrument of power. 

(2) Thebourgeois legal system could be used to transform 

existing bourgeois legality into socialist legality. 

(3) That it was possible to use existing constitutional 

procedures to foster a new society. 

The propositions proved to be incorrect in the course of 

three years of Allende's rule. Firstly, it was shown that 

it was not control of the government that ensured supreme power, 

but it was the sta te and its coercive machinery which include 

the armed forces that was the most powerful instrument of 

control. It was the aremed forces that had to be seized for 

the succ6ss of the revolution. Secondly, confronted with force 

and violence of the ruling class it was naive to talk about 

using bourgeois legality to counter act the counter revoluti+ 

onary forces. The ruling class has no respect for their own 

institutions and repeatedly violate the very principles upon 

which they seek to base their rule of law. Thirdly, in the 

course of the revolution no continuity exists as it passes 

through different stages, each stage introduces elements lea

ding to a continuous crisis in which the revolutionary move

ment has to " take a revolutionary leap forward or a counter 

revolutionary step backward.n I8 

!8. Ibid, p. 204. 
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As a result of these errors in judgement the reyolution 

Yias sbort lived. In 1973 Allencie ·::as over t:nror:n by a military 

coup ·.:hich .:;overned Chile in the tracii tion of Lc.tin .A.ner:::_can 

juntas. 

kl_lende has been severely cr·iticised by ;,:any ':Jri ters fo::' 

labourin.:; un~er the illusion that it was possible to int=ociuce 

soc:::..alism tlE·ou£)1 purely lesal and democratic me:;c.-...ns anu failin;; 

to see the necessity o~ arming the revolutiona_c·y forces. It has 

been sai( tha~ he failed to apply the " iron la\':s" of revolution 

and J.:hat he hac[ not armed the people to counto:r: act the force 

of the ruling class. 1~ 

Allen .. e did not have to look very far to see the need 

for t~1e use of armed force in the struggle for socialism. 

In Venezuela, Guatemala and Uruguay, we have seen ho~ the 

ar~wd struggle has been the mains tray of the revolution. 

Chile, Debray says: 

";::{eminds me that a duor must ei~her be opened or 

closed. The door lea(in~ to soc~alism can only 

on en i :::' . ' c.J.-:e repressive lo c:~s o: t~1c bourccoi s sta -ce, 

are :Zo :.·ced. In the l"!'leantil:le, thou__,h i '.::. ~s useful 

a c:.~::;.cl::, or loo.::;en it , it ic fatal to fo:·
0
ct that 

your f::_n.:_;urs or even yo:Jr en ~ire; body. u 20 

19. See s:;__~J::::n.C.'Alleade' s Chile: C::mtvl .. ::;_:Jorary 1-Iis~o:;:·y and 
th::; =:ountePi4c.kt-.l" in Journal for Lo.tin .A;-"e.::'ican 
St~d:::..Js, Vol. :2, Part 2, 1ov. 1980. 

20. Debrc:._y, C_~tique of Arms, p.3I4. 
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GUATE:tvl.l\LA 

In June 19 5L~ Pro.s:i_dent Jacobo Arbenz Guzman '.:o.s unseated 

by the Central Intelligence A~ency. The overthrow of A~benz 

is an iD_portant ever2.t in- Latin Americc.n history if only fo::· 

the fe.c t tha ~ i::. c> .. :: .. ~ l :he c.oil:i_ ty of the United Sto. tes to 

act a..;ainst an~' le..;i timat e ;,_;ove..: lll;J.ont opposed to United 

States 1 interests. The appa:cent :r·eason for the ove:::tl::c·ov1 

v:as the expropriation of prope:,·ty bclo: ... gj n(; to the United 

F!'Ui ~ Company ·::hich had a :-11ajor in te:::'est in the Guater:1alian 

economy. 

The s·J.ccessor to Arbenz, Castillo A~'mas ba~.c~n a counter-

revolutionary pro,<;ra-nme that has contLJ.ucd to doninate 

Guatemala up to today. His succesGors, Gene~~al Ydi..;oras 

Fp.entes and Hario Hendez Nontenecro both continued to act 

against revolutionary niOvemen·.:s strongly opposed to U.S. A. 

In 1960 a group o: officers in the Guate~alian army, 

disillusioned nith Amerj_can inte.·vonJcion c,nd ~he c01::pl:L.ci ty 

pla::::::ed a coup. T " I' 1 , " '' ~o o:r ~no oacers or ~~~ cou~, ..h:'..ch did 

'"''Ot '""' '. r.v-o·' '"'ll' C'C r:.-,rco A"t n; 0 v ,., "' '". L' _. "" "--Cl'-'~---c-. 0"', •'-'- •• o ~ ~on i:JO._,a a .... c u~s 

into revolul:.ior:a:~·y lec~.erG. Thoy dre· .. th<.ci~· incpirc,don 

largely from Au::;us ~o So_nciin.c~, tile i:·li caragu.an .:;eno~ c.:l ·::ho 

It is o~ly after contact 
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With the member of the banned communist Partido Guatemateco 

de Trabajo (PGT) that they became attracted to revolutionary 

ideals. 

In February 1962, the small group ~f officers who had 

succeeded in attackinf a few military garrisons in course 

of previous two years formed the guerrilla movement •. 

Aljandro de Leon November tlU.rteen (MRI3). In a statement, 

the guerillas declared that: 

"Democracy vanished from our country long ago • 

.No people can live in a country where there is 

no democracy. That is why the demand for 

changes is mounting in our country. We can 

no longer carry on in this way. We must over

throw the Ydigoras government and set up a 

government which respects human rights, seeks 

ways and meansto save our country from its 

hardships, and pursues a serious self-respecting 

foreign policy.n21 

This movement later joined the PGT and the "12 April 

Movement", a student organisation, to form a ~ilitary 

alliance to coordinate the activities of guerilla fronts in 

the country. This alliance was known as the Fuerzas Armadas 

Rebeldes(FAR). While the FAR was largely responsible for 

military decisions, political decision making was vested in 

the hands of the Frente Unido de Resistencia (FUR). The 

FAR's programme stated that the main objective wasthe 

establishment of a national democracy. 

2!. Gott, p. 54. 
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The communists, while laying claim to supporting the 

guerilla: struggle, supported Jorge Toriello who stoo~ for 

Mayor of Guatemala city towards the end of 1962. The 

guerillas accused the communists later of deverting the 

attention of the revolutimnary movement by engaging in 

parliamentary politics. 

On 30th March !963 Ydigora•s defence minister overthrew 

him and took control of the country. Colonel Entique Peralta 

Azurdia made clear his intentions when he asserted that 

Guatemala was " on the brink of an internal conflict as a 

result of subversion promoted by pro-communist sectors, and 

because of the infiltration on communists that had become 

more alarming each day2~ The guerillas responded to tnis 

policy of the new government by stating its committment to 

continue the armed struggle and called upon all the people 

to unite to overthrow the new dictator. 

Yon Sosa, one of the leaders of the MR-13, anxious to 

obtain assistance from any source for the ac-tivities of his 

guerrilla front and owing to lack of support from the commu

nists, approached the Latin American 'ureau of Buenos Aires -

a section of the Fourth International. Gradually members of 

this TrotSkyist faction began to infiltrate the organisation 

and influence its political directimn. Yon Sosa himself was 

for a time influenced by TrotSkyist thinking as a result of 

which he bacame more alienated from the communists. 

22. Ibid, P• 58. 
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In December 1964 the MR-3 issued its new policy which was . 

contained in the "First Declaration of the Sierra de las -

Ninas". It stated that nothing could be done in Guatemala 

11 without arming the masses and without destroying the machi

nery of the capitalist state, i.e., making t e socialist re

volution as in fuba." 23 

Thus Yon Sosa's movement bacame the first guerrilla 

movement in Latin America to adopt an outright socialist pro

gramme others proclaimed the need for a national democratic 

revolution before a socialist revolution the MIR believed in 

waging a struggle directly for socialism. ':ion Sosa was spea

king for the MIR when he said that " in the process of fighting, 

living with peasants, and encountering many frustrations, we 

reached the conclusion that in Guatemala the only revolution 

of masses that can be made is a socialistu. 24 

But the views of Yon Sosa were not shared by all the 

guerillas in the movement. In particular members of his front, 

the Edgar Ibarra front disagreed with Yon Sosa. In October, 

1964 the leadership of the front wrote to the Central Committee 

of the PGT and the leadership of MR I3 stating that " this 

entire (Trotskyist) position leads, by means of clever manoeuvre 

to the removal of fevolutionary contact from the guerrilla 

movement to the denial that it can become the army of the peo

ple ••• to the spliting of then people forces and diversion of 

revolutimnary efforts into the peaceful organization of unions 

and mass organizations" 25 

23. Ibid, p. 66. 
24. Ibid, P• ?3. 
25. Ibid, P• 78. 



Before Yon Sosa realised his mistake of taking the 
/ 

Trotskyists into his confidence Turcios had perceived 

the negative intentions of this group and convened a 

conference in Ma rch I965 of the leaders of the PGT, 

the Communist Youth Movement and other guerrilla leaders. 

Out of this conference emerged a joint and centralised 

leadership in the form of "the Provisional Revolutionary 

Leadership Centre". The programme of this new leadership 

stated that: 

"The formula of the socialist revolution is a 

general pattern in which the Trotskyists like to 

fit the diverse and manifold realities of every 

country of the world ••••• Socialism is not a state 

of consciousness but a scientific theory confirmed 

by history.n26 
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It is significant that Castro invited Turcios and the 

communists and ignored Yon Sosa and the MR I3 to the Tri

continental Conference in January 1966. Castro took this 

opportunity to criticise in very strong terms the Trotskyist 

elements in Gautmala especially the Trotskyist infiltration 

of the ~UR. · He described Turcious as the ttrepresentative 

of the revolutionary movements of Guatamala". 

The elections in 1966 in which Mario Mendez l-'1ontenegro, 

leader of the Revolutionary Party stood as a candidate for 
\ 

the presidency caused some disagreement between the PGT and 

the FAR. In the absence of Turcios the PGT resolved to 

support Montenegro and his party. Surprisingly Montenegro 

26. Ibid, p.8I. 
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,won the elections and took office in July. He issued an 

appeal to the guerillas to cooperate with him to which 

Yon Sosa replied: 

n 
There is no truee at all ••• I think that any one 

who has Marxist ideas will not accept, even 

in his dreams, an amnesty." 27 

Even the communists rejected the amnesty proposed by Montene

gro, since they could not accept to conditions under which 

the amnesty was proposed. 

In October 1966 Turcios diedin a tragic car accident 

on the outskirts of Guatamala city. With his death the 

guerilla movement lost one of its most experienced and 

dynamic leaders. Turcios second-in-command Cesar Montes 

took over the_leadership. Under his leadership the guerillas 

experienced difficult times. Soon after Turcios death Mendez 

began a campaign to wipe out the guerillas. He enlisted the 

support of the American Green. Barets "Special Forces" and 

American advisors to initiate socio-economic projects to win 

the support of the peasants. Together with the government 

onslaught, a number of rightwing organizations emerged and 

with the support of army attacked and killed communists and 

leftist supporters. The government wasable to inflict severe 

losses on the guerilla movements with the support of the 

American forces and the right wing groups. 

27. Ibid, p.95. 
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Following serious differences between FAR and the PGT 

on the question of the armed struggle the FAR announced its 

break from PGT in January I968. In their declaratimn the 

guerrillas stated tha.t : 

" After four years of fighting this is the balance 

sheet; three hundred revolutionaries fallen in 

compact, 3,000 men of the people murdered by Julio 

Cesar Mendez Mentenegro•s regime. The PGT ( its 

ruling clique) supplied the ideas and the FIR the 

dead~ 28 Montes supported this break and resigned from 

the PGT. In his statement of resignation he said: 

" I will never resign my question as a communist 

which is earned not through a membership card but 

through strength, though combat, through acting ideo

logically in harmony with the proletariat - i.e., 

serving its interest in every way~ 29 The PGT responded 

to this by forming their own armed forces, the Fuerzas 

Armadas Revolutionaries. In the course of I967 a 

number of killings took place, notably the killing of 

u.s. Ambassador, John Gordan Mein. This killing symbo

lized the anti-American sentiment prevailing in Guate

mala too. Christian workers who were sympathetic to 

the cause of guerrillas and who were expelled from 

Guatemala I967, wrote to an American Senator warning 

g!m of these sentiments and of the impending revolution: 

28. Ibid, p. !09. 

29. Ibid, P·. IIO. 
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n There is only one solution: revolution. I would like 

to think that these revolutions could be peaceful, 

but I know from my personal experience that the two 

percent that are bleeding the masses white will not 

give up their power peacefully. It must be taken from 

them. It is they then who are provoking the violence 

not the poor." 30 

Today the once defeated Guatemalan revolutionary movement 

is emerging from the blows suffered in the sixtees. The 

guerrillas are once more organizing themselves into a force 

to be reckoned with. The lessons of the sixties vall surely 

be followed this time and .their victory is almost certain. 3I 

30. Ibid, P• I46. 

3I. Ibiian Express 24th July, I98I. 

.. 
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CONCLUSION 

In the course of this study we have traced Debray's revo

lutionary thoughts on central questions relating to Marxist 

theory and practice. We have seen how Debray interpreted the 

revolutionary experience of Latin America which led him to 

conclude that the armed struggle was the only solution to 

imperialist domination of the continent. We have also, albeit 

briefly, been able to examine the spread of the revolutionary 

tide through Latin America after the success of the Cuban Revo

lution and in particular the abortive revolutionary attempts 

in Venezuela, UruguaY, Chile and Guatemala. After two decades 

of revolutionary struggle in tlle continent only one country has 

emerged victorious viz, Nicargua in I978, after a bitter struggle 

under the leadership of the Sandinista guerrillas. The funda

mental question still remains: what has been the causes of 

these failures? Is it a question of a lack of understanding of 

the nature and content of the struggle which has led to incorrect 

strategies or is it the result of miscalculated strategies ? 

Is it the manner in which the armed struggle has been conducten 

or is it the lack of sound leadership in the movements ? To 

answer these questions would require an analysis of the programmes 

and strategies pursued by these movements. It is not the inten

tion to make such an analysis here, but it would be appropriate 

to point to some of the weaknesses that maY have contributed to 

such failures. 
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A remarkable feature of the Latin American revolutionary 

movements is their independence. Except from some assis

tance from Cuba and Algeria there is not much evidence to 

indicate that there was any material aid forthcoming from 

the socialist b~oc of states. The assistance that Cuba has 

been able to render has been restricted by its economic re

construction programme. No doubt ideological disagreement 

with the orthodox communist states may have dissuaded them 

from seeking assistance from these states. While such inde

pendence has been ideologically rooted, it is inconceivable 

that the revolutionary movements could succed against American 

imperialism without some measure o support from the interna

tional socialist community. This is perhaps be one of the 

weaknesses that has led to their downfall. 

We have noted the weak peasant base that these movements 

had in the countryside. Although they enjoyed some peasant 

support it was not sufficient to gain their confidence and 

win their sympathies. Debray's observation that peasants 

should not be trusted may have been correct only because 

their level of political consciousness~ had not reached the 

extent of understanding the aims of the guerrillas. What 

is absent from the guerrilla movements is a political education 

programme which would serve to increase the peasants' awareness 

of the ways in which the guerrillas seek to eliminate their 

condition of economic and social oppression. 
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Thirdly, the political disunity amongst the revolutionary 

movements contributed a great deal to their failures. The 

communist parties certainly have played a role in fomenting dis

unity as a result of their wavering policies towards the armed 

struggle. We have seen that these parties have only payed lip

service to the armed struggle while at the same time following 

their path of legal methods of struggle. These policies have 
I 

caused great uncertainty within the ranks of the movements and 

has on more than one occasion led to serious splits. This is 

not to ignore the contribution the conwunist parties have made 

to the advance of the revolutionary forces in Latnn America but 

simply to point to their weaknesses and to the incorrect policy 

of abandoning the armed struggle at a time when its continuation 

was an urgent necessity in the face of violent repression from 

the state. 

Despite these and other setbacks the revolutionary move

ment in Latin America has been greatly enriched by the long 

years of battle against national oppression and imperialism, al

though at the expense of many lives, including that the leading 

revolutionaries. The inspiration provided by the example of 

the victories in Cuba and Nicargua will continue to instil confi-

dence in the movements that have yet to succeed. 

Today we are once again witnessing the resurgence of revo-

lutionary movements in Guatemala, Bolivia, Argentina, ElSalvador. 

In Guatemala the guerrillas have once again gone into action by 

attacking strategic targets. 
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In El Salvador, a heroic battle is being waged by the people 

against the might and power of US imperialism. Despite all 

efforts of the US to prop up the El Salvador regime through 

considerable military aid the people are determined their 

resolve to be free from the shackles of domination and oppre

ssion. The international socialist movement has its attention 

pinned on events in that continent. 

Debray has enriched Marxist theory by !1is contributions 

on Latin America. Marxists cannot ignore Debray and his writings 

if they are to reach a better understanding of the nature of the 

conflicts taking place in Latin America today. Debray will 

continue to live in the minds of Latin American revolutinaries 

for a long time to come. It remains to be seen however how 

Debray willk exercise kis intellectual influence as fo·reign policy 

advosor to President Nitterand and how he will influence French 

policy towards Latin America. 
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